2003 BMW M3 - CSL
CSL

Price
Year of manufacture

USD 56 035
GBP 43 995 (listed)
2003

Drive

RHD

Interior colour

Black

Condition

Used

Mileage

60 037 mi /
96 621 km

Location

Gearbox

Automatic

Fuel type

Petrol
Silver

Number of seats

4

Exterior colour

Number of doors

2

Car type

Performance
Drivetrain

Coupé

355 BHP / 360 PS
/ 265 kW

Exterior brand colour

Silver Grey
Metallic

2wd

Interior brand colour

Black Alcantara

Description
FOR SALE: The legendary Coupe Sport Lightweight, Full main dealer history.
EQUIPMENT
Xenons, Climate Control, BMW Business Radio and CD player, Park distance control Pop out rear
windows, M-sport mode, Sport button, ESP, ABS, Central Locking, Electric Windows, Carbon roof,
Lightweight equipment.
EXTERIOR
The M3 CSL was available in only two colour variants, Black Sapphire Metallic and Silver Grey
Metallic. This example is presented in the Silver Grey Metallic paint option which looks incredible
alongside the lightweight carbon-fibre panels that define the M3 ‘Coupe Sport Lightweight’.
The carbon-fibre roof panel, front bumper support and rear valance show no signs of damage
whatsoever along with the shadow-line window trim that remains in excellent condition. There are
some very minor stone chips on the carbon fibre front flippers being the only negatives to report.
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Smaller details such as the front and rear BMW badges and waist line trim also remain in fantastic
condition.
INTERIOR
Slipping into the lightweight sports seats the CSL interior is a beautifully minimal affair, clad in Titan
shadow trim, carbon fibre reinforced plastic and upholstered in Anthracite reflex cloth. The deeply
bolstered sports seats are firm and provide race car-like support, with a small show of wear to the
drivers side offside bolster. They are bound in grey Anthracite cloth, which is showing minimal wear
to seats bases.
The three-spoke M steering wheel is clean and showing no signs of wear to the wrapped alcantara,
which still feels smooth to the touch. The carbon fibre centre console remains free from scratches
and damage and retains its factory limited edition plaque. The lightweight theme continues to the
door panels being decked-out in yet more carbon fibre.
ENGINE & TRANSMISSION
Opening the bonnet on a CSL is a treat for any motorsport enthusiast. The BMW motorsport division
pulled out all the stops tuning the 3.2 straight 6 unit and it is the addition of a carbon airbox on a
road production car that really sets the CSL apart from other M power models, providing the driver
with an aural symphony of straight 6 induction and engine note.
The engine bay remains perfectly clean and in keeping with its well cared for life.
Transmission is via the semi-automatic six-speed SMG II system with automated electrohydraulic
clutch, capable of making smooth, lightning-quick shifts whilst also equally adept at more sedate
pace in auto mode.
WHEELS, TYRES & BRAKES
Arguably one of the finest production car designs, the 19″ lightweight alloy wheels help to set the CSL
apart with an aggressive stance being 0.5″ wider than standard M3 alloy wheels. All the alloy wheels
are in excellent condition, along with the BMW centre caps which remain free from any damage.
All four wheels are shod in Michelin Pilot sport tyres that still show an excellent amount of tread.
HISTORY FILE
The CSL was first registered in August 2003 by the supplying dealer, Bowker BMW of Preston.
Despite covering 60k miles, the car is in impeccable condition with no tell tale signs of hard use.
The previous owners of the car have kept a good log of work carried out with all receipts present.
Recently installed were new rear springs, diff seals and brake pipes.
The service booklet shows regular inspections throughout the cars life at the correct intervals, a
running in service with a further 7 stamps; all at the main dealer.
Please visit our website for a full write up and additional photographs.
The car is supplied having had an extensive intake inspection. Warranty, Finance, Part Exchange and
Worldwide shipping are all available on request.
Buy with confidence: we operate from a 10,000sq ft indoor showroom with the support of a fully
functioning 4000sq ft preparation and service centre that includes a professional photo studio that is
used by Top Gear, McLaren and Alpine Stars. We have a passionate team that work incredibly hard to
ensure all our motor cars go through our rigorous and unique sales process so they are presented in
the best possible condition and light, then found homes all over the world.
Keep up to date: Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and instagram. Register on our webpage for the
latest stock updates.
** SIMILAR VEHICLES ALWAYS REQUIRED**
Selling? Our commission sale or SOR (Sale or Return) program is a great way to utilise and access
our services and facilities while still maximising the return from your vehicle with minimal hassle, If
you’d like to take advantage of this then please get in touch for further information. Alternatively If
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you’d like to move your vehicle on quickly and efficiently with minimal delay then we can make an
offer on an outright purchase basis with payment and collection arranged soon after.
View this vehicle on our website
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